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1. Because of You (Eve Aisnworth)
$14.99 $13.50
Poppy feels like her life is falling to pieces in this coming-of-age novella of blended families and online
bullying. Poppy's life has turned into a nightmare. Mum's new boyfriend is moving in, along with his daughter,
Kayleigh - the most popular girl in school. Poppy's dad is never around and appears to be drifting further and
further away. And when it seems like things can't get any worse, Poppy becomes the target of the spiteful
school bullies. As the vicious online comments and humiliating pranks escalate, with even her friends joining
in, it looks like Poppy has no one left to turn to. This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and
paperstock so that even more readers can enjoy it. It has been edited to a reading age of 8 Interest
age: Teen
2. Being Black 'N Chicken and Chips (Matt Okine)
$29.99 $27.00
Mike Amon is a regular teenager. All he wants is to fit in. He wants to sit at the cool bench. He wants to be a
star athlete. He wants his first kiss. He also wants his mum to survive. When his mum is suddenly
diagnosed with advanced breast and brain cancer, Mike knows it's a long shot, but if he manages to achieve
his dreams, maybe it'll give his mum enough strength to beat an incurable disease. In the meantime, he has
to live with his African dad whom he doesn't really know, a man who has strange foreign ways - and who
Mike doesn't really feel comfortable sharing his teenage desires and deepest fears with. He doesn't even
want to think about what it might mean if his mum never comes home from the hospital. Based on his
award-winning stand-up show, and the loss of his own mother when he was 12, Matt Okine's coming-of-age
novel, Being Black n Chicken and Chips, is a funny, heart-warming, and sometimes surreal look at how
young people deal with grief, the loss of loved ones, and becoming an adult - all whilst desperately trying to
fit in with the other kids. Racism-Grief-Coming of Age-Humour Ages 16+
3. Book of Dust #2: Secret Commonwealth, The (Phillip Pullman)
$32.99 $29.70
The second volume of Philip Pullman's The Book of Dust sees Lyra, now twenty years old, and her daemon
Pantalaimon, forced to navigate their relationship in a way they could never have imagined, and drawn into
the complex and dangerous factions of a world that they had no idea existed. Pulled along on his own
journey too is Malcolm; once a boy with a boat and a mission to save a baby from the flood, now a man with
a strong sense of duty and a desire to do what is right. Theirs is a world at once familiar and extraordinary,
and they must travel far beyond the edges of Oxford, across Europe and into Asia, in search for what is lost a city haunted by daemons, a secret at the heart of a desert, and the mystery of the elusive Dust. This is
storytelling at its very best from one of our greatest writers. Ages 12+
4. La Belle Sauvage #1 $16.99 $15.30
5. Fowl Twins, The (Eoin Colfer)
$19.99 $15.99
Criminal genius runs in the family… Myles and Beckett Fowl are twins but the two boys are wildly different.
Beckett is blonde, messy and sulks whenever he has to wear clothes. Myles is impeccably neat, has an IQ of
170, and 3D prints a fresh suit every day – just like his older brother, Artemis Fowl. A week after their
eleventh birthday the twins are left in the care of house security system, NANNI, for a single night. In that
time, they befriend a troll on the run from a nefarious nobleman and an interrogating nun both of whom need
the magical creature for their own gain . . .Prepare for an epic adventure in which The Fowl Twins and their
new troll friend escape, get shot at, kidnapped, buried, arrested, threatened, killed (temporarily) . . . and
discover that the strongest bond in the world is not the one forged by covalent electrons in adjacent atoms,
but the one that exists between a pair of twins. Ages 11+
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6. Mascot (Antony John)
$14.99 $13.50
Noah Savino has been stuck in a wheelchair for months. He hates the way people treat him like he's
helpless now. He's sick of going to physical therapy, where he isn't making any progress. He's tired of not
having control over his own body. And he misses playing baseball-but not as much as he misses his dad,
who died in the car accident that paralyzed Noah. Noah is scared he'll never feel like his old self again. He
doesn't want people to think of him as different for the rest of his life. With the help of family and friends, he'll
have to throw off the mask he's been hiding behind and face the fears that have kept him on the sidelines if
he ever wants to move forward. Ages 13+ Disability-Wheelchair
7. Matilda Saga #9: Clancy of the Overflow (Jackie French)
$29.99 $27.00
From Australia's best-loved storyteller comes the final book in the bestselling Matilda Saga This is a love
song to our nation, told in a single sweeping story Jed Kelly has finally persuaded her great aunt Nancy to
tell the story of her grandparents. The tale that unfolds is one of Australia's greatest romances - that of
Clancy of the Overflow, who gave up everything for Rose, the woman he adored, and yet still gained all he'd
lost and more. But Nancy's story is not the history that Jed expects. More tales lurk behind the folklore that
surrounds Clancy - the stories of the women hidden in Australia's long history, who forged a nation and
whose voices need to be heard. It is also a story of many kinds of love. Clancy's growing passion for the
bush, immortalised in Paterson's poem, which speaks to him in the ripple of the river and the song of the
stars, and Nancy's need to pass on her deep understanding of her country. But perhaps the most moving
love story of all is the one that never happened, between Matilda O'Halloran and Clancy of the Overflow.
And as Jed brings all of these stories to life in her book, Matilda and Clancy will once again waltz beside the
river and the forgotten will be given a new voice. Ages 16+
All other books in the series $19.99 $18.00ea
8. Waltz for Matilda, A #1
9. Girl from Snowy River, The #2
10. Road to Gundagai, The #3
11. To Love a Sunburnt Country #4

12. Ghost by The Billabong, The #5
13. If Blood Should Stain the Wattle #6
14. Facing The Flame #7
15. Last Dingo Summer, The #8

16. Scars Like Wings (Erin Stewart)
$17.99 $16.20
Everyone has scars. Some are just easier to see ...16-year-old Ava Gardener is heading back to school one
year after a house fire left her severely disfigured. She's used to the names, the stares, the discomfort, but
there's one name she hates most of all: Survivor. What do you call someone who didn't mean to survive?
Who sometimes wishes she hadn't? When she meets a fellow survivor named Piper at therapy, Ava begins
to feel like she's not facing the nightmare alone. Piper helps Ava reclaim the pieces of Ava Before the Fire, a
normal girl who kissed boys and sang on stage. But Piper is fighting her own battle for survival, and when
Ava almost loses her best friend, she must decide if the new normal she's chasing has more to do with the
girl in the glass--or the people by her side. Ages 13+ Self Esteem/Resilience-Survival-Fire
17. We Are All Greta: Be Inspired to Save the World (Valentina Giannella & Manuela Marazzi) $19.99 $15.99

Follow in Greta Thunberg’s footsteps and join the global mission to save our planet from climate change.
With in-depth text and data, this necessary and timely book will answer readers’ questions on what climate
change means, what its consequences will be, and what must be done to protect our world. Ages 10+
Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Activism
18. Wings of Fire Graphic Novel #3: Hidden Kingdom (Tui T Sutherland)
$17.99 $16.20ea
Glory knows that the dragon world is wrong about her being "a lazy RainWing." Maybe she wasn't meant to
be one of the dragonets of destiny, but Glory is sharp and her venom is deadly...even if that's still a secret.
So when the dragonets seek shelter in the rain forest, Glory is devastated to find that the treetops are full of
RainWings that nap all day and know nothing of the rest of Pyrrhia. Worst of all, they don't realize -- or care that RainWings are going missing from their beautiful forest. But Glory and the dragonets are determined to
find the missing dragons, even if it drags the peaceful RainWing kingdom where they never wanted to be into the middle of the war. Ages 10+
19. Dragonet Prophecy: Graphic Novel #1

20. Lost Heir: Graphic Novel #2

Looking for new class novel ideas?
Click on the link below for some suggestions
https://www.pegiwilliams.com.au/classsets.asp
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21. Angel Mage (Garth Nix)
$24.99 $22.50
The icon-maker and angel-summoner Liliath, long believed dead, has woken from her century-long sleep to
pick up the threads of a plan that has already destroyed one kingdom and may yet destroy another. To
succeed, Liliath must bring together Agnez the musketeer; Simeon the doctor; Dorotea the mage; and Henri,
one of the Cardinal's clerks, and take them into utmost danger ... Set in an alternate 17th century where
angels can be summoned (and controlled) by those with a talent for magic, Angel Mage is an action-packed
story of angels, heroes, gunpowder and high magic. Ages 14+
22. Brotherband #8: Return of the Temujai (John Flanagan)
$18.99 $17.10
In a battle of Skandians vs Temujai, the brotherband are facing their most formidable enemy yet. The Heron
brotherband are home in Skandia – but their usually peaceful country is in danger. The Temujai have never
given up on their ambition to claim Skandia for their own. The ruthless warriors from the Eastern Steppes
waited a number of years after the Skandians thwarted them last time - with the help of the legendary
Rangers of Araluen - but now they're on the move. The Skandians are concentrating their defences on the
one pass through the mountains, and they're ready for battle – but what if the Temujai can find another way
down to the coast? Ages 12+ Fantasy-Adventure
23. Outcasts #1 $17.99 $16.20
24. Invaders #2 $17.99 $16.20
25. Hunters #3 $17.99 $16.20
26. Slaves of Sorocco #4 $17.99 $16.20

27. Scorpion Mountain #5 $17.99 $16.20
28. Ghostfaces, The #6 $18.99 $17.10
29. Caldera, The #7 $18.99 $17.10

30. Different Land, A (Paul Jennings)
$14.99 $11.99
A story of new beginnings in a new land, and a surprising, heartwarming companion to A Different Boy and A
Different Dog. Christopher is twelve thousand miles from home. The pub has a dirt floor and the owner is as
rough as guts. The forest hides snakes, feral pigs and a dark secret. Mysterious, bold and strange. Expect
the unexpected. And watch your step. Enter this place and you will be different for ever. Ages 11+
Migration-Resilience-Courage-Loneliness-Difference-Acceptance-Persistence
31. Different Dog, A #1 $14.99 $13.50

32. Different Boy, A #2 $14.99 $13.50

33. Chess Raven Chronicles #2: Girl Who Chose, The (Violet Grace)
$19.99 $18.00ea
Chess Raven is starting to realise that perhaps she wasn't The One after all. Maybe she was just the last
resort. When an opportunity arises to form an alliance with the royal family in Venice, Chess jumps at the
chance to prove herself. But her mission is complicated by the heir to the throne, Prince Victor Grigio, whose
heart is set on romance - regardless of what Chess wants. Meanwhile, the sisterhood of mermaids who swim
in the Venetian canals offer Chess a deal- find an ancient scroll containing their lost song of freedom and
power in exchange for her mother's life. Ages 14+
34. Girl Who Fell, The #1
35. Dream Riders #2: Storm (Laura Bloom)
$17.99 $16.20ea
Living in a remote reach of The Pocket, twelve-year-old Storm is a hippy home-schooler Medievalist who
knows almost nothing about the modern world. After taking out the archery prize at the local show, Storm
spots the horse of her dreams, Morning Mist, on the jousting field. Inspired by Frankie's demonstration of
natural horsemanship, the headstrong Storm immediately decides to join the Dream Riders and buy Morning
Mist with her prize money. But she's told to forget it in no uncertain terms by the owner, Margery, a crotchety
widower and champion marmalade-maker who has no time for hippies. As Storm begins learning natural
horsemanship with the Dream Riders her extraordinary talent becomes clear. She could ride just about any
horse – but she's not prepared to give up on Morning Mist. Ages 10+ Horse Lovers-Friendship
36. Frankie #1
37. Ghost Bird (Lisa Fuller)
$19.95 $17.96
Stacey and Laney are twins - mirror images of each other - and yet they're as different as the sun and moon.
Stacey works hard at school, determined to get out of their small town. Laney skips school and sneaks out of
the house to meet her boyfriend. But when Laney disappears one night, Stacey can't believe she's just run
off without telling her. As the days pass and Laney doesn't return, Stacey starts dreaming of her twin. The
dreams are dark and terrifying, difficult to understand and hard to shake, but at least they tell Stacey one key
thing - Laney is alive. It's hard for Stacey to know what's real and what's imagined and even harder to know
who to trust. All she knows for sure is that Laney needs her help. Stacey is the only one who can find her
sister. Will she find her in time? Ages 15+ MysteryTwins-Family Unit-Rural-Friendship-School
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38. Girltopia #3: Girlhoods, The (Hilary Rogers)
$14.99 $13.50ea
Girltopia is a city run by women and girls and it’s an amazing place. There's hardly any crime, transport is
free, and lots of girls are getting a taste for change. Clara and her friends are now part of The Girlhoods, a
rebel group who suspect that someone is behind the release of the virus that has affected the men and boys.
Dystopian-Mystery-Adventure-Humour-Resilience
39. Girltopia #1

40. Boss Girl #2

41. Impostors #2: Shatter City (Scott Westerfeld)
$19.99 $18.00ea
Rafi's engagement party is the talk of the feeds. Her dress is spectacular and her fiancé, Col Palafox, is
charming. But Rafi and Col are both prisoners - with bomb collars around their necks. Surveillance dust
records their every move, tracks every glance. And there will be deadly consequences if Rafi's father
realises that it's Frey who stayed behind in Shreve, while Rafi escaped with the rebels. With help from the
rebels, Frey and Col must try to reach the neighbouring city of Paz, where they hope to be safe. But Frey
and Rafi's father has destructive plans even for the City of Peace. Ages 14+
42. Impostors #1
43. Invisible Boys (Holden Sheppard)
$19.99 $18.00
On the surface, nerd Zeke, punk Charlie and footy wannabe Hammer look like they have nothing in common.
But scratch that surface and you'd find three boys in the throes of coming to terms with their homosexuality
in a town where it is invisible. Invisible Boys is a raw, confronting YA novel that explores the complexities and
trauma of rural gay identity with painful honesty, devastating consequences and, ultimately, hope. Age 16+
Identity-Sexuality-Suicide-Mental Health-LGBTQIA
44. Japarrika Rises (Alalinguwi Jarrakarlinga)
$12.99 $11.70ea
Kay-Bell is desperate to play in the AFLW, but there are many obstacles ahead for the footy star. Will she get
all her jobs done, escape her mean aunty and overcome her own self-doubt to make it all the way? And with
the help of her brother, two best friends and her spirit bird - Japarrika - will her dreams come true? Ages 11+
Aboriginal Studies-Sport-AFL-AFLW-Equal Opportunity
45. Japarrika
46. Liars #5: Liars: Armageddon (Jack Heath)
$14.99 $13.50ea
Jarli has lost a day. His missing memories may reveal the identity of Viper, who just announced a plan to
DESTROY the town of Kelton. Meanwhile, Doug is trapped in Vipers hidden prison. He’s been given up for
dead by his family and friends... but he has a daring plan to ESCAPE. Jarli and his friends are close to
unmasking Viper, but the master criminal has spies everywhere. Ages 10+ Adventure-Action
47. Liars: Truth App, The #1
48. Liars: No Survivors #2

49. Liars: The Set-Up #3
50. Liars: Lockdown #4

51. Man in the Water (David Burton)
$19.95 $17.96
When 16-year-old Shaun discovers a dead body in the lake of a quiet mining town in outback Queensland,
he immediately reports it to the police. But when he returns to the site with the constable, the body is gone.
Shaun's father drowned a few years ago, and now his mum and the authorities questions whether he saw a
body at all. Determined to show the town the truth, Shaun and his best friend, Will, open their own
investigation. But what they discover is far more sinister than a mining mishap or a murder, and reveals a
darkness below the surface of their small mining town. Ages 14+ Death/Bereavement-FamilyUnit-SchoolRural-Mystery-Mental Health
52. Rise of the Mythix #1: Golden Unicorn (Anh Do)
$14.99 $11.99
Some heroes are legends. Some legends are real. Kelly Swift is trying hard to be an average teenager, to fit
in. But every day her powers are growing: she can run faster than the wind, she can hear people's thoughts,
she is not normal. When her mother is taken by the Soul Collector, Kelly can't linger in the shadows any
longer. But who is she really? Can she be the one in the prophecy? Is she...the Golden Unicorn? Ages 10+
53. This Is How We Change the Ending (Vikki Wakefield)
$19.99 $18.00
Sixteen-year-old Nate McKee is doing his best to be invisible. He's worried about a lot of things-how his dad
treats Nance and his twin half-brothers; the hydro crop growing in his bedroom; the way his friend Merrick
always drags him into fights. And he has never forgiven his mother for leaving. But none of it is his fight,
right? He's just waiting for his time. Nate hangs out at YouthWorks, the local youth centre threatened with
closure, and fills his notebooks with the things he can't say. But when some of his pages are stolen and his
words are graffitied on the wall of the centre, Nate realises he has allies. He might be able to make a
difference, change his life, and claim his future. Ages 15+

Overseas Fiction (54-165)
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54. #Murdertrending (Gretchen McNeil)
$19.99 $18.00
WELCOME TO THE NEAR FUTURE, where good and honest citizens can enjoy watching the executions of
society's most infamous convicted felons, streaming live on The Postman app from the suburbanized prison
island Alcatraz 2.0. When seventeen-year-old Dee Guerrera wakes up in a haze, lying on the ground of a
dimly lit warehouse, she realizes she's about to be the next victim of the app. Knowing hardened criminals
are getting a taste of their own medicine in this place is one thing, but Dee refuses to roll over and die for a
heinous crime she didn't commit. Can Dee and her newly formed posse, the Death Row Breakfast Club,
prove she's innocent before she ends up wrongfully murdered for the world to see? Or will The Postman's
cast of executioners kill them off one by one? Ages 15+
55. 10 Blind Dates (Ashley Elston)
$16.99 $15.30
Sophie wants one thing for Christmas – time with her boyfriend Griffin. So when her parents plan a trip to
visit her sister over the holiday, Sophie begs to be left behind with her grandparents and her boisterous
extended family. But she and Griffin break up and she's devastated. Sophie’s grandmother, hating to see her
so upset, devises a (not so) brilliant plan – to distract her from heartbreak. Over the next ten days, different
family members will set Sophie up on ten different blind dates, which doesn't sound awkward at all . . . When
Griffin turns up unexpectedly, it makes Sophie more confused than ever. Because maybe, just maybe, she’s
started to have feelings for someone else. Someone who is definitely not available. Ages 13+
Relationships-Family Unit-Romance-Love
56. All the Bad Apples (Moira Fowley-Doyle)
$17.99 $16.20
The day after the funeral all our mourning clothes hung out on the line like sleeping bats. 'This will be really
embarrassing,' I kept saying to my family, 'when she shows up at the door in a week or two.' When Deena's
wild and mysterious sister Mandy disappears - presumed dead - her family are heartbroken. But Mandy has
always been troubled. It's just another bad thing to happen to Deena's family. Only Deena refuses to believe
it's true. And then the letters start arriving. Letters from Mandy, claiming that their family's blighted history is
not just bad luck or bad decisions - but a curse, handed down through the generations. Mandy has gone in
search of the curse's roots, and now Deena must find her. What they find will heal their family's rotten past or rip it apart forever. Ages 16+ LGBTQIA-Grief-Mystery-Pregnancy-Rape-Abortion
57. All The Things We Never Said (Yasmin Rahman)
$16.99 $15.30
16-year-old Mehreen Miah's anxiety and depression, or 'Chaos', as she calls it, has taken over her life, to the
point where she can't bear it any more. So she joins MementoMori, a website that matches people with
partners and allocates them a date and method of death, 'the pact'. Mehreen is paired with Cara Saunders
and Olivia Castleton, two strangers dealing with their own serious issues. As they secretly meet over the
coming days, Mehreen develops a strong bond with Cara and Olivia, the only people who seem to
understand what she's going through. But ironically, the thing that brought them together to commit suicide
has also created a mutually supportive friendship that makes them realise that, with the right help, life is
worth living. It's not long before all three want out of the pact. But in a terrifying twist of fate, the website won't
let them stop, and an increasingly sinister game begins, with MementoMori playing the girls off against each
other. A pact is a pact, after all. In this powerful debut written in three points of view, Yasmin Rahman has
created a moving, poignant novel celebrating life. Ages 16+ Suicide-Friendship-Mental Health-Social
Media-Anxiety-Depression
58. American Royals (Katharine McGee)
$16.99 $15.30
Romance, glamour, ambition and power . . . meet the Washingtons - the most scandalous royal family ever!
HRH Princess Samantha has always been a royal rebel. She's the spare not the heir, so no one minds too
much who she dates or how hard she parties. It helps that her sister, Princess Beatrice, is literally perfect.
She's demure, sweet and beautiful, and she knows that the crown always comes first - no matter what her
heart might really want. But they're not the only ones with their eye on the throne. Daphne Deighton might
be 'newly noble' but she won Prince Jefferson's heart once, and she'll do anything to get back into the court's
favour - and his bed. If only she knew that her competition was a common nobody - plain little Nina
Gonzalez, the daughter of the king's secretary. Ages 14+ Relationships-Romance
59. Arc of Scythe #3: Toll, The (Neal Shusterman)
$16.99 $15.30ea
The explosive conclusion to the New York Times bestselling Arc of a Scythe series. It's been three years
since Rowan and Citra disappeared; since Scythe Goddard came into power; since the Thunderhead closed
itself off to everyone but Grayson Tolliver. In this pulse-pounding finale to Neal Shusterman's internationally
bestselling trilogy, constitutions are tested and old friends are brought back from the dead. Ages 14+
60. Scythe #1

61. Thunder Head #2
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62. AWOL #4: AWOL: Last Day on Earth (Andrew Lane)
$14.99 $13.50ea
The VR link Kieron and Bex rely on goes down and they soon realise that all over England, all over the
world, undercover agents are now working without support. Bex flies out to an island off Tokyo to the secret
satellite control centre, but discovers that it is guarded by robotic sentries. With Kieron's help she breaks in,
but the alarm sounds. Back home in Newcastle, Kieron discovers that a coalition of nationalist groups around
the world have access to a poisonous chemical that can be activated by a simple radio signal. Hundreds of
thousands of people could die - instantly. Can they save the world - and will they both make it out alive?
Ages 12+ Thriller-Suspense-Action
63. AWOL: Agent Without Licence #1
64. AWOL: Last Safe Moment #2

65. AWOL: Last Boy Standing #3

66. Batman: Nightwalker GRAPHIC NOVEL (Marie Lu and Chris Wildgoose)
$26.99 $24.30
Nightwalkers are terrorizing Gotham City, and 18 year-old Bruce Wayne is next on their list. Bruce Wayne is
turning 18 and inheriting his family's fortune. But on the way home from his birthday party, he makes an
impulsive choice that leads him to Arkham Asylym, the infamous mental hospital. There, he meets Madeline
Wallace, a brilliant killer . . . and Bruce's only hope. Madeline is the mystery Bruce must unravel, but is he
convincing her to divulge her secrets, or is he feeding her the information she needs to bring Gotham City to
its knees? Bruce Wayne is proof that you don't need superpowers to be a superhero, but can he survive
Madeleine's game of tense intrigue and deception? Ages 14+
67. Baby-Sitters Club Graphix #7: Boy-Crazy Stacey (Ann M Martin & Gale Galligan) $14.99 $13.50ea
Stacey and Mary Anne are baby-sitting for the Pike family for two weeks at the New Jersey shore. Things are
great in Sea City: There's a gorgeous house right on the beach, a boardwalk, plenty of sun and sand... and
the cutest boy Stacey has ever seen! Mary Anne thinks that Stacey should leave Scott alone and focus on
the Pike kids, but Stacey's in love. Looking for reasons to hang around his lifeguard stand takes up all her
time, which means Mary Anne has to do the job of two baby-sitters! How can she tell Stacey that Scott just
isn't interested without ruining their friendship and breaking Stacey's heart? Graphic Novel-Friendship
68. Kristy's Great Idea #1
69. Truth About Stacey, The #2
70. Mary Anne Saves the Day #3

71. Claudia and Mean Janine #4
72. Dawn and the Impossible Three #5
73. Kristy’s Big Day #6

74. Beautiful, The (Renee Ahdieh)
$19.99 $18.00
In 1872, New Orleans is a city ruled by the dead. But to seventeen-year-old Celine Rousseau, it's also a safe
haven after she's forced to flee her life in Paris. Quickly enraptured by the vibrant city, from its music to its
extravagant soirees and even its danger, she soon becomes embroiled in the city's glitzy underworld, and
particularly the group known as La Cour des Lions. But when a body is found in their lair, Celine is forced to
battle her attraction for the group's enigmatic leader, Sebastien Saint Germain, and suspicions about his
guilt, along with her own secrets. As more bodies are discovered, New Orleans becomes gripped by the
terror of a serial killer on the loose - one who seems to have Celine in his sights. Ages 14+
75. Beverly, Right Here (Kate DiCamillo)
$19.99 $18.00
Beverly put her foot down on the gas. They went faster still. This was what Beverly wanted – what she
always wanted. To get away. To get away as fast as she could. To stay away. Beverly Tapinski has run
away from home plenty of times, but that was when she was just a kid. By now, she figures, it’s not running
away ... it’s leaving. Determined to make it on her own, Beverly finds a job and a place to live and tries to
forget about her dog, Buddy, now buried underneath the orange trees back home; her friend Raymie, whom
she left without a word; and her mum, Rhonda, who has never cared about anyone but herself. Beverly
doesn’t want to depend on anyone, and she definitely doesn’t want anyone to depend on her. But despite
her best efforts, she can’t help forming connections with the people around her – and, gradually, she learns
to see herself through their eyes. Ages 11+ Hardback Independence-Friendship
76. Boy in the Black Suit, The (Jason Reynolds)
$16.99 $15.30
Matt wears a black suit every day. No, not because his mom died - although she did, and it sucks. But he
wears the suit for his gig at the local funeral home, which pays way better than the Cluck Bucket, and he
needs the income since his dad can't handle the bills (or anything, really) on his own. So while Dad's
snagging bottles of whiskey, Matt's snagging fifteen bucks an hour. Not bad. But everything else? Not good.
Then Matt meets Lovey. Crazy name, and she's been through more crazy stuff than he can imagine. Yet
Lovey never cries. She's tough. Really tough. Tough in the way Matt wishes he could be. Which is maybe
why he's drawn to her, and definitely why he can't seem to shake her. Because there's nothing more hopeful
than finding a person who understands your loneliness - and who can maybe even help take it away. Ages
14+ Death/Bereavement-Friendship-Relationships-Romance-Loneliness

77. Camelot Rising Trilogy #1: Guinevere Deception, The (Kiersten White)
$19.99 $18.00
Princess Guinevere has come to Camelot to wed a stranger- the charismatic King Arthur. With magic clawing
at the kingdom's borders, the great wizard Merlin conjured a solution--send in Guinevere to be Arthur's wife .
. . and his protector from those who want to see the young king's idyllic city fail. The catch? Guinevere's real
name--and her true identity--is a secret. She is a changeling, a girl who has given up everything to protect
Camelot. To keep Arthur safe, Guinevere must navigate a court in which the old--including Arthur's own
family--demand things continue as they have been, and the new--those drawn by the dream of Camelot-fight for a better way to live. And always, in the green hearts of forests and the black depths of lakes, magic
lies in wait to reclaim the land. Arthur's knights believe they are strong enough to face any threat, but
Guinevere knows it will take more than swords to keep Camelot free. Deadly jousts, duplicitous knights, and
forbidden romances are nothing compared to the greatest threat of all- the girl with the long black hair, riding
on horseback through the dark woods toward Arthur. Ages 14+
78. Crazy House #2: Fall of Crazy House, The (James Patterson)
$14.99 $13.50
Twin sisters Becca and Cassie barely escaped the Crazy House alive. Now they're trained, skilled fighters
who fear nothing - not even the all-powerful United regime. Together, the sisters hold the key to defeating the
despotic government and freeing the people of the former United States. But to win this war, will the girls
have to become the very thing they hate? Ages 14+ Thriller-Suspense-Action-Identity-Prison-TwinsSiblings
79. Crazy House #1 $17.99 $16.20
80. Crown of Coral and Pearl (Mara Rutherford)
$19.99 $18.00
Nor once dreamed of seeing the wondrous wealth and beauty of Ilara, the kingdom that's ruled her village for
as long as anyone can remember. But when a childhood accident left her with a permanent scar, it became
clear that her identical twin sister, Zadie, would likely be chosen to marry the Crown Prince – while Nor
remained behind, unable to ever set foot on land. Then Zadie is gravely injured, and Nor is sent to Ilara in
her place. To Nor's dismay, her future husband, Prince Ceren, is as forbidding and cold as his home – a
castle carved into a mountain and devoid of sunlight. And as she grows closer to Ceren's brother, the
charming Prince Talin, Nor uncovers startling truths about a failing royal bloodline, a murdered queen...and a
plot to destroy the home she was once so eager to leave. Ages 14+ Fantasy-Adventure
81. Diary of a Wimpy Kid #14 Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Wrecking Ball (Jeff Kinney)
$14.99 $11.99ea
An unexpected inheritance gives the Heffley family a chance to make major improvements to their home. But
they soon find that construction isn't all it's cracked up to be. When things get rough, will the Heffley’s be able
to stay ... or will they be forced to move?
82. Diary of a Wimpy Kid #1
83. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Rodrick Rules #2
84. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Last Straw #3
85. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Dog Days #4
86. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Ugly Truth #5
87. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cabin Fever #6
88. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Third Wheel #7

89. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Hard Luck #8
90. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Long Haul #9
91. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Old School #10
92. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Double Down #11
93. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Getaway #12
94. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Meltdown #13

95. End and Other Beginnings: Stories from the Future, The (Veronica Roth)
$24.99 $22.50
Within this masterful collection, NO WORLD IS LIKE THE OTHER. Full of friendship and revenge, each story
and setting is more strange and wonderful than the last, brimming with new technologies and beings. And
yet, in these futuristic lands, the people must still confront deeply human emotions and dilemmas. Veronica
Roth reaches into the unknown and immerses readers into six short stories that feel startlingly familiar and
profoundly beautiful. With two new stories from the Carve the Mark universe, this collection has something
for everyone. Age 14+ Science Fiction-Futuristic
96. Evil Librarian #3: Curse of the Evil Librarian (Michelle Knudsen)
$19.99 $18.00
After sending the evil librarian, Mr. Gabriel, back to the demon world once and for all at theatre camp last
summer, Cynthia is ready to enjoy a completely demon-free senior year of high school, especially once she
learns the fall musical will be Les Misérables. She can't wait to create the most incredible barricade set
design in all of high-school theatre. And her boyfriend, Ryan, is sure to land his dream role of Javert. But
down in the demon realm, an epic mishandling of Mr. Gabriel's essence leads to his escape - and soon he's
gathering strength, bent once again on revenge against Cyn and everyone she loves. Ages 14+ Hardback
97. Evil Librarian #1 $16.99 $15.30

98. Revenge of the Evil Librarian #2 $16.99 $15.30
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99. Fierce Like a Firestorm (Lana Popovic)
$19.99 $18.00
Malina must rescue her twin sister from a magical power more dangerous than Death. Twin sisters Iris and
Malina thought they knew how to reverse the ancient curse that haunts their line, the spell that destines them
to use their gleams-unique forms of beauty-manipulating magic-to entice and enchant none other than Death
himself. But both sisters thought wrong. Instead of ending the wicked bargain with the power of her infinite
bloom, Iris is taken to an uncanny realm between this world and the next. Only, unlike all of Death's
companions before, Iris's body goes on the one-way journey along with her soul, arriving in a kingdom never
meant to sustain a living girl. Left behind, Lina searches for a way to save Iris. But as Lina unearths the dark
secrets that bind her family and Iris tries to outwit Death on his own terrain, a power resurfaces that even
Mara, the original witch mother, fears. Now both sisters must learn to fully embrace their gleams-or else
they'll truly lose each other forever. Ages 14+ Fantasy-Magic
100. Wicked Like a Wildfire

$17.99 $16.20

101. Folk of the Air #3: Queen of Nothing (Holly Black)
$19.99 $18.00
After being pronounced Queen of Faerie and then abruptly exiled by the Wicked King Cardan, Jude finds
herself unmoored, the queen of nothing. She spends her time with Vivi and Oak, watching reality television,
and doing odd jobs, including squaring up to a cannibalistic faerie. When her twin sister Taryn shows up
asking a favour, Jude jumps at the chance to return to the Faerie world, even if it means facing Cardan, who
she loves despite his betrayal. When a dark curse is unveiled, Jude must become the first mortal Queen of
Faerie and break the curse, or risk upsetting the balance of the whole Faerie world. Ages 15+
102. Cruel Prince, The #1 $16.99 $15.30

103. Wicked King, The #2 $19.99 $18.00

104. Girl the Sea Gave Back, The (Adrienne Young)
$18.99 $17.10
For as long as she can remember, Tova has lived among the Svell, the people who found her washed
ashore as a child and used her for her gift as a Truthtongue. Her own home and clan are long-faded
memories, but the sacred symbols and staves inked over every inch of her skin mark her as one who can
cast the rune stones and see into the future. She has found a fragile place among those who fear her, but
when two clans to the east bury their age-old blood feud and join together as one, her world is dangerous
close to collapse. For the first time in generations, the leaders of the Svell are divided. should they maintain
peace or go to war with the allied clans to protect their newfound power? And when their chieftain looks to
Tova to cast the stones, she sets into motion a series of events that will not only change the landscape of the
mainland forever but will give her something she believed she could never have again — a home. Ages 15+
105. Guts (Rania Telgemeier)
$16.99 $15.30
Raina wakes up one night with a terrible upset stomach. Her mom has one, too, so it's probably just a bug.
Raina eventually returns to school, where she's dealing with the usual highs and lows: friends, not-friends,
and classmates who think the school year is just one long gross-out session. It soon becomes clear that
Raina's tummy trouble isn't going away... and it coincides with her worries about food, school, and changing
friendships. What's going on? Raina Telgemeier once again brings us a thoughtful, charming, and funny true
story about growing up and gathering the courage to face and conquer our fears. Ages 10+ Graphic NovelFears-Anxiety-Friendship
Other Rania Telegemeir titles $14.99 $13.50ea
106. Drama

107. Ghosts

108. Sisters

109. Smile

110. House Without Walls (Elizabeth Laird)
$16.99 $15.30
Thirteen-year-old Safiya and her family have been driven out of Syria by civil war. Safiya knows how lucky
she is – lucky not to be living in a refugee camp, lucky to be alive. But it's hard to feel grateful when she's
forced to look after her father and brother rather than go back to school, and now that she's lost her home,
she's lonelier than ever. As they struggle to rebuild their lives, Safiya realizes that her family has always
been incomplete and with her own future in the balance, it's time to uncover the secrets that war has kept
buried. Ages10+ Refugees and Migration-War-Syria
111. I Am Not a Number (Lisa Heathfield)
$19.99 $18.00
Ever since the Traditional party came into power, 15-year-old Ruby’s life has changed for the worse.
Everything Ruby and her family and friends celebrate – equal rights for women, freedom of movement,
individual expression – are forbidden. And things are getting worse . . . Soon Ruby and her family find
themselves taken to a prison camp far from home with no possessions, food or rights. Each person is
allocated a number – Ruby is number 276. Forced into hard labour, starving and with friends and family
going missing every day, Ruby knows she has to escape and let the world know what is happening. She has
to somehow cling on to her identity, and fight back. The future depends on it. Ages 13+
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112. If He Had Been With Me (Laura Nowlin)
$17.99 $16.20
If he had been with me, everything would be different. Autumn and Finn used to be inseparable. But then
something changed. Or they changed. Now, they do their best to ignore each other. But Autumn has her
boyfriend Jamie, and her close-knit group of friends. And Finn has become that boy at school, the one
everyone wants to be around. That still doesn’t stop the way Autumn feels every time she and Finn cross
paths, and the growing, nagging thought that maybe things could have been different. Maybe they should be
together. And as time passes, Autumn realises she might not get another chance to make things right before
it’s too late. Ages 14+ Romance-Relationships-Love
113. Into the Crooked Place (Alexandra Christo)
$19.99 $18.00
Selling dark magic on the streets for her kingpin, Tavia keeps clear of other crooks, counting the days until
her debt is paid and she can flee her criminal life. But then, one day, with her freedom in sight, Tavia
uncovers a sinister plot that threatens to destroy the realm she calls home. Desperate to put an end to her
kingpin's plan, Tavia forms an unlikely alliance with three crooks even more deadly than her: Wesley, the
kingpin's prodigy and most renewed criminal in the realm. Karam, an underground fighter with a penchant for
killing first and forgetting to ask questions and Saxony, a Crafter in hiding who will stop at nothing to avenge
her family. With the reluctant saviours assembled, they embark on a quest to put an end to the dark magic
before it's too late. Ages 14+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic
114. Last Reality #3: Otherlife (Jason Segel)
$19.99 $18.00
Simon, Kat, Busara, and Elvis are on the run with the tech super-villains at the Company hot on their heels.
The new VR gaming experience the Company created, OtherEarth, is set to change how the world
experiences video games. Paired with the hardware the Company developed, it has the potential to change
the world as we know it, altering our reality forever. The Company is on its way to becoming the world's
newest superpower. And Simon is determined to shut them down forever. But to do that, he'll have to survive
OtherLife the next phase of gaming, and a complete reality reboot. Ages 15+ Virtual RealityRelationships-Science Fiction-Cautionary Tale
115. Otherworld #1 $14.99 $13.50

116. Otherearth #2 $19.99 $18.00

117. Last to Die, The (Kelly Garrett)
$17.99 $16.20
Sixteen-year-old Harper Jacobs and her bored friends make a pact to engage in a series of not-quite illegal
break-ins. They steal from each other's homes, sharing their keys and alarm codes. But they don't take
anything that can't be replaced by some retail therapy, so it's okay. It's thrilling. It's bad. Everything is okay —
until the bold but aggravating Alex, looking to up the ante, suggests they break into the home of a classmate.
It's crossing a line, but Harper no longer cares. She's proud of it. Until one of the group turns up dead, and
Harper comes face-to-face with the moral dilemma that will make or break her-and, if she makes the wrong
choice, will get her killed. Ages 14+ Suspense-Thriller-Revenge
118. Letting Go (Cat Clarke)
$14.99 $13.50
When Agnes made a promise to her girlfriend Ellie, she thought they would be together forever. One year
later, Agnes is keeping that promise and it's put her in a situation she never could have predicted; climbing a
desolate mountain, in miserable weather, with Ellie and her new boyfriend Steve. But when the weather
takes a threatening turn and the sky-high tension between the trio hits its peak, Agnes will have to push
herself further than she ever thought was possible. This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface
and paperstock so that even more readers can enjoy it. It has been edited to a reading age of 8,
Interest age: Teen LGBTQIA-Friendship-Adventure-Survival-Reluctant Readers-Dyslexia
119. Liars, The (Jennifer Mathieu)
$16.99 $15.30
It's the summer of 1986. Joaquin and Elena, two teenage siblings live in a toxic environment with their
alcoholic mother on an island off the Texas Gulf Coast. Elena falls for a new boy who has just arrived from
California. Joaquin must wrestle with his decision to stay on Mariposa Island to protect his sister or flee from
his mother's abuse. As both teenagers struggle to figure out who they are and want to be, they are caught in
a web of family dysfunction and secrets from their mother's past. Can fierce love save them, or will their truth
tear them apart? Ages 15+ Siblings-Secrets-Dysfunctional
120. Magnolia Sword: A Ballad of Mulan, The (Sherry Thomas)
$19.99 $18.00
All her life, Mulan has trained for one purpose: to win the duel that every generation in her family must fight.
Then a messenger from the Emperor arrives, demanding that all families send one soldier to fight the Rouran
invaders in the north. Mulan's paralysed father cannot go, and her brother is just a child. So she ties up her
hair, takes up her sword and joins the army as a man. Thanks to her martial arts skills, Mulan is chosen for
an elite team under the command of the princeling, the royal duke's son, to whom she feels a dangerous
attraction. But the princeling has secrets of his own, which explode into Mulan's life and shake up everything
she knows. Ages 14+ Martial Arts-China-History
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121. Monster Trilogy #3: Hero (Michael Grant) $19.99 $18.00ea
Monster. Villain. Hero. Four years after the Perdido Beach dome went down, the alien virus that made it is
still wreaking havoc, and virus-infested rock has created a new set of humans with mutant powers. Rockborn
gang members Dekka, Shade, Cruz, Malik, Armo and Francis are fresh off their defeat of Dillion Poe and in
need of answers to some very pressing questions about their own powers: who are the Dark Watchers? And
what is this Fourth Dimension that only Francis can access? But heroes don’t get downtime. When the alienvirus infested rock hits New York, a new foe, Bob Markovic, rises amongst the newly rockborn. Ages 15+
122. Monster #1

123. Villain #2

124. My (Secret) Youtube Life (Charlotte Seager)
$17.99 $16.20
What if your favourite YouTuber's life was a lie? What if you were the one to expose it? YouTuber LilyLoves
has an amazing life: a rockstar boyfriend, a totally Insta-worthy London flat and a collection of beauty
products that seems to grow daily (thanks, PO Box). 16-year-old Melissa's life is way less amazing LilyLoves is the only thing getting her through it. She's Lily's biggest fan and spends hours each night
watching her videos and liking her posts. Melissa wants that life for herself - or at least to look like she has
it... As Melissa starts to grow in confidence - and followers - she discovers a crushing secret about Lily - the
ultimate YouTube lie. Does she share Lily's secret and crush her fame? Or will they both continue to live a lie
- both online and off? Ages 14+
125. M Word, The (Brian Conaghan)
$15.99 $14.40
Moya. The M Word. Whisper it. Conceal it. But please, never mention it ... Maggie Yates talks to her best
friend Moya every day. She tells her about Maggie's mum losing her job. She tells her that Mum's taken to
not opening the curtains and crying in secret. And she tells her about how she plans to cheer Mum up - find
her a fella with a bit of cash to splash. Moya is with her every step of the way. You're surfing a rainbow if you
think someone like that exists round here, she smiles. But I'll help. But at the back of her mind Maggie knows
that Mum's crying is more than sadness. That there are no easy fixes. And that Moya's not really there.
Because though she talks to her every day, Moya died months ago ...Ages 15+ Feelings/EmotionsSadness-Love-Humour-Poverty-Grief
126. Places I’ve Cried in Public (Holly Bourne)
$16.99 $15.30
Amelie loved Reese. And she thought he loved her. But she's starting to realise love isn't supposed to hurt
like this. So now she's retracing their story and untangling what happened by revisiting all the places he
made her cry. Because if she works out what went wrong, perhaps she can finally learn to get over him.
Ages 13+ Friendship-Relationships
127. Pumpkin Heads GRAPHIC NOVEL (Rainbow Rowell)
$19.99 $18.00
Deja and Josiah are seasonal best friends. Every autumn, all through high school, they’ve worked together
at the best pumpkin patch in the whole wide world (not many people know that the best pumpkin patch in the
whole wide world is in Omaha, Nebraska, but it definitely is). They say goodbye every Halloween, and this is
their last season at the pumpkin patch. Their last shift together. Their last goodbye. Josiah’s ready to spend
the whole night feeling melancholy about it. Deja isn’t ready to let him. She’s got a plan: What if instead of
moping they went out with a bang? They could see all the sights! Taste all the snacks! And Josiah could
finally talk to that cute girl he’s been mooning over for three years. Ages 14+ Graphic NovelRelationships-Romance
128. Renegades Trilogy #3: Supernova (Marissa Meyer)
$18.99 $17.10ea
All's fair in love and anarchy ... Nova and Adrian are fighting to keep their identities and superpowers secret.
While the battle rages on between their alter egos and their allies, there is a darker threat shrouding Gatlon
City. Nova and Adrian must brave lies and betrayal to protect those they love. Unless they can bridge the
divide between heroes and villains, they stand to lose everything. Including each other. Bursting with
intrigue, action and thrilling plot twists, Supernova will leave readers on the very edge until the final, shocking
secrets are revealed. Ages 14+ Fantasy-Magic Realism
129. Renegades #1

130. Arch Enemies #2

131. Rosewood Chronicles #3: Lost Princess, The (Connie Glynn)
$22.99 $20.70
Ellie is a rebellious princess hiding her real identity. Lottie is her Portman, acting as the princess for the
public to shield Ellie from scrutiny. Jamie is Ellie's Partizan, a lifelong bodyguard sworn to protect the
princess at any cost. Together they are attempting to stay safe from Leviathan, a group determined to take
the princess for unknown reasons. When Leviathan force them to travel to their beloved Rosewood Hall's
sister school in Japan, the threesome find that nowhere is beyond Leviathan's long reach. The only solace
they find is a secret group called Banshee who are fighting against the organisation's hold. Ages 13+
132. Undercover Princess #1 $16.99 $15.30

133. Princess in Practice #2 $16.99 $15.30
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134. Rules for Vanishing (Kate Alice Marshall)
$16.99 $15.30
Once a year, a road appears in the woods at midnight and the ghost of Lucy Gallows beckons, inviting those
who are brave enough to play her game. If you win, you escape with your life. But if you lose...It's almost a
year since Becca went missing. Everyone else has given up searching for her, but her sister, Sara, knows
she disappeared while looking for Lucy Gallows. Determined to find her, Sara and her closest friends enter
the woods. But something more sinister than ghosts lurks on the road, and not everyone will survive. Ages
14+ Paranormal
135. Serpent and Dove (Shelby Mahurin)
$19.99 $18.00
Two years ago, Louise le Blanc fled her coven and took shelter in the city of Cesarine, forsaking all magic
and living off whatever she could steal. There, witches like Lou are hunted. They are feared. And they are
burned. As a huntsman of the Church, Reid Diggory has lived his life by one principle: Thou shalt not suffer a
witch to live. But when Lou pulls a wicked stunt, the two are forced into an impossible situation-marriage.
Lou, unable to ignore her growing feelings, yet powerless to change what she is, must make a choice. And
love makes fools of us all. Ages 15+ Religion-Witchcraft-Historical-France
136. Speak: Graphic Novel (Laurie Halse Anderson)
$22.99 $20.70
Melinda is an outcast at Merryweather High. Something happened over the summer - something bad - and
now nobody will talk to her, let alone listen. So what's the point in speaking at all? Through her work on an
art project, Melinda is finally able to face what really happened that night. But before she can make peace
with the ghosts of the past, she has to confront the reality of the present - and stop someone who still wishes
to do her harm. Only words can save her. She can't stay silent. Not any more. Ages 15+ Graphic NovelSexual Assault
137. Special Forces Cadets #3: Justice (Chris Ryan)
$14.99 $13.50ea
Child slavery is rife. Hundreds of young people are being forced into lives of slavery by an international
trafficking ring based in the jungles of central Africa. The cadets are tasked to present themselves as bait for
the traffickers. Some of them head to Africa. Some stay in the UK. They are to gather hard intel which the
authorities can use to nail the perpetrators of this twisted business. But the bad guys are one step ahead.
The cadets lose contact with their handlers and are taken off grid by some of the most brutal criminals in the
world. It will take all their skills to get themselves to safety - and to bring the traffickers to justice. Ages 13+
138. Siege #1

139. Missing #2

140. Stalking Jack the Ripper #4: Capturing the Devil (Kerri Maniscalco)
$16.99 $15.30ea
Audrey Rose Wadsworth and Thomas Cresswell have landed in America, a bold, brash land unlike the
genteel streets of London they knew. But like London, the city of Chicago hides its dark secrets well. When
the two attend the spectacular World's Fair, they find the once-in-a-lifetime event tainted with reports of
missing people and unsolved murders. Determined to help, Audrey Rose and Thomas begin their
investigations, only to find themselves facing a serial killer unlike any they've heard of before. Identifying him
is one thing, but capturing him---and getting dangerously lost in the infamous Murder Hotel he constructed as
a terrifying torture device---is another. Ages 15+ Mystery-Detective-Murder-Horror
141. Stalking Jack the Ripper #1

142. Hunting Prince Dracula #2

143. Escaping from Houdini #3

144. These Rebel Waves #2: These Divided Shores (Sara Raasch)
$24.99 $22.50
As a child, she committed unforgivable acts to free Grace Loray from King Elazar of Argrid. Now Elazar's
plan to retake the island has surpassed Lu's darkest fears: He's holding her and his son, Ben, captive in an
endlessly shifting prison, forcing them to make a weapon that will guarantee Elazar's success. Escape is
impossible-unless Lu becomes the ruthless soldier she hoped never to be again. Vex failed to save Lu and
Ben-and that torments him as much as his Shaking Sickness. With the disease worsening, Vex throws
himself into the rebellion against Argrid. Ages 14+ Fantasy-Magic-Revolution
145. These Rebel Waves #1 $19.99 $18.00
146. To Be Honest (Maggie Ann Martin)
$16.99 $15.30
Savannah is dreading being home alone with her overbearing mother after her big sister - and best friend goes off to college. But if she can just get through senior year, she'll be able to escape to college, too. What
she doesn't count on is that her mother's obsession with weight has only grown deeper since her
appearance on an extreme weight-loss show, and now Savvy's mom is pressuring her even harder to be
constantly mindful of what she eats. Between her mom's diet-helicoptering, missing her sister, and worrying
about her collegiate future, Savvy has enough to worry about. And then she meets George, the cute new kid
at school who has insecurities of his own. As Savvy and George grow closer, they help each other discover
how to live in the moment and enjoy the here and now before it disappears. Ages 14+ Self
Esteem/Resilience-Body Image
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147. Trials of Apollo #4: Tyrants Tomb (Rick Riordan)
$22.99 $20.70
You will get to the Tiber alive. You will start to Jive. The former God Apollo is having a pretty rough time of it.
Well, for one thing, he's called Lester. But being an awkward mortal teenager is the least of his worries.
Though he and his friends (some of them) have emerged from the Burning Maze, they still have a triumvirate
to defeat, oracles to rescue, and prophecies to decipher, so that the world may be saved, and Lester can
become Apollo once again. But, right now, Caligula is sailing to San Francisco to deal with Camp Jupiter
personally, and they have to get their first. Or risk its destruction . . .Ages 11+ Mythology-Greek-Time
Travel
Other books in the series $17.99 $16.20ea
148. Hidden Oracle, The #1

149. Dark Prophecy, The #2

150. Burning Maze, The #3

151. Unleashed (Amy McCulloch)
$17.99 $16.20
When Lacey Chu wakes up in a hospital room with no recollection of how she got there, she knows
something is up. But with her customizable smart pet, Jinx, missing in action and Moncha, the company
behind the invention of the robot pet, up to something seriously sinister, she's got a lot of figuring out to do.
Lacey must use all her engineering skills if she has a chance of stopping Moncha from carrying out their
plans. But can she take on the biggest tech company in North America armed with only a level 1 robot
beetle? Ages 13+ Fantasy-Adventure-Magic
152. Wayward Son (Rainbow Rowell)
$17.99 $16.20
Wayward Son, the sequel to Carry On, is the stunning new YA novel by the bestselling author of Fangirl,
Rainbow Rowell. With all of her signature wit and heart, this is Rainbow at her absolute best. The story is
supposed to be over. Simon Snow did everything he was supposed to do. He beat the villain. He won the
war. He even fell in love. Now comes the good part, right? Now comes the happily ever after... So why can't
Simon Snow get off the couch? What he needs, according to his best friend, is a change of scenery. He just
needs to see himself in a new light... That's how Simon and Penny and Baz end up in a vintage convertible,
tearing across the American West. They find trouble, of course. (Dragons, vampires, skunk-headed things
with shotguns.) And they get lost. They get so lost, they start to wonder whether they ever knew where they
were headed in the first place... With Wayward Son, Rainbow Rowell has written a book for everyone who
ever wondered what happened to the Chosen One after he saved the day. And a book for everyone who
was ever more curious about the second kiss than the first. Come on, Simon Snow. Your hero's journey
might be over - but your life has just begun. Ages 14+ Relationships-Romance
153. Carry On $16.99 $15.30
154. White Bird: Graphic Novel (RJ Palacio)
$39.99 $31.99
To the millions of readers who fell in love with R J Palacio's Wonder, Julian is best-known as Auggie
Pullman's classroom bully. White Bird reveals a new side to Julian's story, as Julian discovers the moving
and powerful tale of his grandmother, who was hidden from the Nazis as a young Jewish girl in occupied
France during the Second World War. An unforgettable, unputdownable story about strength, courage and
the power of kindness to change hearts, build bridges, and even save lives, from the globally bestselling
author of Wonder. Ages 11+ War Stories-Graphic Novel-World War 2-Holocaust
155. Wonder $19.99 $18.00

156. Auggie and Me $19.99 $18.00

157. Young Samurai #9: Return of the Warrior (Chris Bradford)
$14.99 $13.50
The long-awaited and brand new adventure in the Young Samurai world, perfect for fans and new readers
alike. A new instalment and standalone adventure charting series protagonist Jack Fletcher's return to precivil war England. His quest- to find his missing sister, with the help of some familiar faces. Ages 11+ Martial
Arts
158. Way of the Warrior #1 $16.99 $15.30
159. Way of the Sword #2 $16.99 $15.30
160. Way of the Dragon #3 $14.99 $13.50
161. Ring of Earth #4 $14.99 $13.50

162. Ring of Water #5 $16.99 $15.30
163. Ring of Fire #6 $16.99 $15.30
164. Ring of Wind #7 $16.99 $15.30
165. Ring of Sky #8 $14.99 $13.50

Information (166-172)
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166. Australian Survival Guide, The (George Ivanoff)
$24.99 $22.50
Oh no! You've been bitten by an inland taipan? Don't worry, The Australia Survival Guide has the first-aid
advice you need! What's that? You're lost in the bush and need to know how to collect your own water? The
Australia Survival Guide has got you covered. Our amazing country has its fair share of dangers- sharks,
snakes, cyclones and crocodiles can be a serious threat to your life! But don't worry. This book will help you
by providing the knowledge you need to survive in all kinds of Aussie conditions - in the bush, in the desert
or even at the beach! So get out there and look around! Even if you think Australia is trying to kill you, The
Australia Survival Guide can save your life!
167. Explanatorium of Science (Robert Winston)
$39.99 $36.00
The only science encyclopedia for children you'll ever need, with amazing photography that shows and
explains how chemistry, physics, and biology work. Packed full of astounding close-up images,
Explanatorium of Science is the ultimate guide to how the world works, explaining every aspect of science
from gigantic galaxies to tiny cells and miniscule atoms.
168. Game On! 2020 (Compilation)
$19.99 $18.00
Get ready for another awesome year of gaming with this ultimate guide to all your favourite games, including
a definitive list of the biggest games of the past year and hot new ones coming in 2020! Game On! 2020 is
the most comprehensive guide to all the best games, tech and streamers, featuring some of the year's
greatest gaming moments and exclusive interviews with Twitchstars, YouTube legends and game
developers. All games featured in Game On! 2020 are rated T for Teen or younger, keeping it appropriate for
young gamers. Computers-Gaming
169. JT: The Making of a Total Legend (Jonathan Thurston)
$16.99 $15.30
JT. One of the greats, simply the best. He is Johnathan Thurston. As a young Brisbane kid, Johnathan
Thurston was written off as too skinny, too slow and too wild to play rugby league professionally. But he
defied the odds to become one of the game's greatest players. In this young readers' edition of his
bestselling autobiography, follow his journey from his debut with the Canterbury Bulldogs in 2003, to State of
Origin star, and to total legend of the game. Autobiography-Sport-Rugby League-Famous PeopleAchievement
170. Knowledge Encyclopedia: History! (Dorling Kindersley)
$39.99 $36.00
This new book in the Knowledge Encyclopedia series will inspire young readers with its vivid depictions of
history and its comprehensive and authoritative information on a huge range of topics. Highly detailed CGI
images bring subjects to life, allowing readers to peer inside ancient buildings, marvel at elaborate outfits,
and become transported into the battles of history. Journey through history from our earliest ancestors right
up to the world we live in today.
171. No Barriers (Erik Weihenmayer)
$18.99 $17.10
Erik Weihenmayer has a long history of turning obstacles into adventures. Born with a rare condition that
blinded him as a teenager, he never let his diagnosis hold him back from a full life. As an athlete, explorer,
speaker and activist, he has opened the eyes of people around the world to what's possible. In 2001, he
became the first blind man to climb Mount Everest, the highest point on Earth. In 2005, he co-founded his
nonprofit organization, No Barriers, to empower others to overcome adversity and achieve their biggest
goals. This special edition of No Barriers introduces kids to the incredible true story of Erik's most terrifying
journey: solo kayaking the thunderous whitewater of the Grand Canyon. Erik and his friends form a
courageous crew to do battle with some of the harshest elements nature has to offer. Along the course of
Erik's journey, he meets other trailblazers: adventurers, scientists, artists, and activists who show Erik the
way forward and teach him the meaning of NO BARRIERS—"What’s Within You is Stronger Than What’s in
Your Way." Age 13+ Autobiography-Memoir-Disability-Blindness-Vision Impairment-AdventureJourney-Achievement
172. Tim and Tigon (Tim Cope)
$18.99 $17.10
Adventurer Tim Cope had a childhood dream: to travel the 10,000 kilometres from Mongolia to Hungary on
horseback - a journey undertaken by the legendary leader of the Mongols, Genghis Khan. Tim made this
epic journey - across the windswept wilderness and wolf-infested plateaux of Mongolia and Kazakhstan with his dog Tigon. This three-and-a-half-year odyssey took Tim to both physical and emotional extremes.
He immersed himself in the traditions and histories of the people of the steppe, who welcomed him and
Tigon into their homes, marvelling at their ingenuity and resilience, and the nomadic lifestyle they have
followed since the Mongols first travelled there in the thirteenth century. He endured unbelievable loneliness,
hardship, isolation and climatic harshness. His journey is completely compelling and unique, and resonates
with the pioneering spirit of the explorers of old. Above all, this is the story of an extraordinary friendship
between Tim and Tigon. Age 14+ Autobiography-Memoir-Friendship-Resilience
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